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HOPE Scientific Program

BLOCK Inhibiting HIV transcription
LOCK Keeping the virus blocked without therapy  

EXCISE Inactivating proviral DNA in the genome  

Using epigenomic and genomic approaches to 
permanently inactivate HIV



HOPE Accelerating HIV’s natural path to an endogenous retrovirus 
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RF1: Define HIV silencing by targeting 
host and viral factors  
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Identify host regulators 
of HIV proviral silencing

Goal 1
Learn from 

endogenous retroviruses
how to silence HIV

Goal 2
Characterize -omics 

of HIV silencing

Goal 4
Define role of Tat
in HIV silencing

Goal 3
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RF1 Hypothesis: 
HIV transcription and chromatin structure offer unique targets for silencing 



CRISPRi Efficiently Blocks HIV Replication
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CRISPRi efficiently blocks HIV transcription



RF2: Develop next-generation HIV 
silencing approaches
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Determine in vivo effects of 
candidate SPAs

Develop novel SPAs Apply sequence-specific
SPAs in vivo

Goal 2 Goal 3Goal 1

Repository.  Dr. Ndhlovu has been working in the field of HIV Immunology for over eight years.  For the 
proposed study, he will oversee the HIV clinical specimen management, monocyte phenotype, and plasma 
neuroinflammatory biomarker assessments outlined in the proposal.  Dr. Ndhlovu is the PI on several NIH R01 
grants understanding the role of monocytes and microglia in HAND and HIV CNS reservoirs.  Dr. Ndhlovu has a 
long-standing collaboration with Dr. Abdel-Mohsen on several published research projects and several 
manuscripts under peer-review. 
 
Specific activities that will be the pursued by the UH-based research team include: 

1) Specimen management from the two clinical cohorts for use at the UH site and for delivery to Wistar 
and BSRI.  

2) Measure plasma neuroinflammatory factors and perform multiparametric monocyte phenotypic 
assessments (Aim 1). 

3) Compare monocyte activation and transmigration in the presence of EVs from individuals with and 
without HAND (Aim 2).  

4) Examine the effects of deglycosylation on monocyte activation and migration (Aim 2). 
 

Below a schematic of activities that will be the pursued by each research team: 

 
  

Leadership Plan 
Drs. Abdel-Mohsen and Ndhlovu will serve as PIs for the project.  In these roles, both PIs will be responsible for 
the implementation of the specific aims and ensure that systems are in place to guarantee institutional 
compliance with US laws, DHHS policies, and NIH policies governing biosafety, human research, data, and 
facilities.  Dr. Ndhlovu will direct the biological specimen management and processing, measurement of plasma 
biomarkers, and monocyte functional studies.  Dr. Abdel-Mohsen will be responsible for glycomic studies.  Drs. 
Ndhlovu and Abdel-Mohsen will have monthly teleconference meetings.  During those meetings, they will review 
an itemized agenda covering all study procedures unique to the activities of the project.  The agenda will include 
oversight and coordination of project management, research administration, publications and data sharing, as 
well as integration of all resources needed for the project.  Both PIs will also have monthly conference calls with 
the collaborators.  These meetings are normally completed using Skype or GoToMeeting to allow optimal 
sharing of data and virtual face-to-face interactions.   

The Wistar Institute is the contact institution and will receive the notice of grant award from the NIH. 
Each PI will be responsible for his own budget; however, The Wistar Institute will be ultimately responsible to the 
NIH for all fiscal matters.  Drs. Abdel-Mohsen and Ndhlovu will oversee decisions on minor changes in research 
direction and have the authority to reallocate funds and resources between each other.  Dr. Ndhlovu will be 
responsible for meeting schedules and agendas.  Dr. Abdel-Mohsen will be designated the Contact PI and will 
be responsible for submitting all necessary documents and annual progress reports to the NIH.  Drs. Abdel-
Mohsen and Ndhlovu each will be responsible for managing their data and submit it to the statistician on a 
quarterly basis (or more often if needed for statistical analysis). 
 

Contact PD/PI: Abdel-Mohsen, Mohamed
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Blood Tissues

Confirmation 
single dose

RF2 Hypothesis: 
Viral rebound is suppressed with silencing-promoting agents (SPA) 

after ART is stopped 



Tat inhibitors silence HIV transcription
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RF3: Disable the HIV provirus by 
targeted genome engineering 
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Develop double strand break-free 
genome engineering method Establish in vivo delivery platforms

Goal 2Goal 1
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RF3 Hypothesis: 
In vivo delivery of genome-engineering therapeutics 

permanently inactivates HIV without genotoxicity 



Priti Kumar

In vivo delivery of ⍺CD7 VLPs 
targets and rescues CD4 T cell in 
mice

In vivo delivery of ⍺CD7 VLPs targets 
CD4 T cells in mice



Teaching-learning model 'through the arts' and 'with the arts’ to 
understand complex HIV CURE research concepts and for 
researchers to better understand what it is like living with the 
infection. 

CAIR: Community Arts Integrated 
Research

Community

Defechereux

Sameshima

Researchers and community working together.  
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Publications and IAS Abstracts



HOPEforHIVcure.org

Follow us on          @HOPEforHIVcure

Learn More


